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9+ Years  

Agent: Julia Churchill 
 
UK: Hot Key (August 2016) 
US: Macmillan/Feiwel and Friends 
(February 2017) 
 
 
Translation rights sold:  
Chinese Simplified: Beijing 
Publishing House 
Chinese Complex: Youth Cultural 
Enterprise 
Italian: Il Castoro 
 
 
Material: Finished Copies 
 
 
 

 

A WHISPER OF HORSES 
 

Zillah Bethell 
 

What were they like? Did you ever see one? Are there any still alive? 
 

Alas no and no to those last two questions of yours. I have never seen a 
real horse in my life. I very much doubt if anyone alive has ever seen a 

real horse. They died out far too long ago for that. 
  
Serendipity loves horses. No-one in Lahn Dan has ever seen 
one, apparently they died out before the Gases - but there are 
statues of them around the city, paintings and drawings too if 
you know where to look. And there's the little lost wooden 
horse Mama gave Serendipity when she was little.  

 

When Mama dies, Serendipity is taken under the wing of 
Professor Nimbus, a storyteller. Nimbus is kind and 
knowledgable, but Serendipity has started to question the 
Minister's rule and life beyond the high, impenetrable Emm 
Twenty-Five wall. Hidden among Mama's few possessions was 
a map which suggests there is life outside of Lahn Dahn, and a 
place where horses live and roam freely - out beyond the wall 
and the Minister's grip. So, with the help of a trader boy called 
Tab and his little dog Mouse, Serendipity heads into the 
unknown, searching for the beautiful creatures she's always 
dreamed of. 
 
‘[A] thrilling first novel… Zilla Bethell turns all the old formulas on 
their head... wonderfully readable… the narrative is driven by the 
skilfully articulated sentiments of a horse-obsessed girl… clearly a writer 
to watch.’ – Telegraph  
‘A gorgeously lyrical journey of discovery… will raise topics and questions 
around society, class, environment and power.’ – Pembrokeshire 
Herald 
‘Beautiful.’ – Bookbag (blog) 
 
 

Zillah was born in a leprosy hospital in Papua New 
Guinea, spent her childhood barefoot playing in the 
jungle, and didn’t own a pair of shoes until she came to 
the UK when she was eight. She was educated at Oxford 
University and lives in Wales with her family. Zillah has 
written two adult novels for a small Welsh press. This is 
her first children’s book. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Bookseller’s 

‘ONES TO  

WATCH’ 
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9+ Years  

 
Agent: Julia Churchill 
 
US: Sourcebooks (March 2017) 
 
 
 
Translation rights sold:  
French: Robert Laffont 
 
 
 
Material: Manuscript  
 
Previous Publications: The Lost 
and the Found (2015), A Kiss in the 
Dark (2014), Torn (2013), Undone 
(2013), Entangled (2012) 
 
Options: Lithuania (Alma Littera) 

THE PANTS PROJECT 
 

Cat Clarke 
 

 

Eleven-year-old Liv Spark is a transgender boy, brought up in 
an open-minded family. Having two mums is the coolest thing 
ever, and Liv can’t wait to start secondary school and make 
some new friends. Gender has never been an issue in his life 
before – his parents have always allowed him to dress and 
express himself however he wants. Everything changes when 
he realizes he’s going to have to wear a skirt at his new school. 
  
Liv isn’t willing to accept the school’s outdated uniform 
policy, but isn’t quite ready to share his secret with others, so 
he embarks on the Pants Project – a campaign to allow girls to 
wear trousers. If everyone else sees him as a girl, that’s what 
he’ll pretend to be – for now. 
  
During the campaign, Liv faces bullying, family bereavement 
and a headmaster with a bad attitude. After being dumped by 
his best friend, Liv has to learn to trust again. Can he find the 
courage to share his secret, and tell his friends and family who 
he really is? 
  
THE PANTS PROJECT is a funny, heartwarming book 
about finding friendship and being true to yourself. 
 
 
Praise for Cat Clarke: 
 
‘Clarke excels at genuine page-turners with a heart of darkness and I 
read this in one greedy sitting.’ – Bookseller 
 
‘Surprisingly emotional.’ – Flutteringbutterflies (blog) 
 
 
 
Cat was born in Zambia and brought up in Edinburgh 
and Yorkshire, which has given her an accent that tends 
to confuse people. Cat has written non-fiction books 
about exciting things like cowboys, sharks and pirates, 
and now writes Young Adult and middle-grade novels.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.catclarke.com/
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Young Adult  

Agent: Julia Churchill 
UK: Bloomsbury (August 2015)  
US: Greenwillow (September 2015) 
 
Translation rights sold:  
Chinese Simplified: Jieli Publishing 
Danish: Politikens 
Dutch: Kluitman/Pepper Books 
Estonian: Varrak 
Farsi: Houpaa Books 
French: Rageot 
German: Mixtvision 
Hungarian: Betűtészta 
Indonesian: Haru 
Italian: Feltrinelli 
Korean: Mirae-N 
Norwegian: Aschehoug 
Portuguese/Brazil: L&PM Editores 
Swedish: Wahlstroms  
 
Material: Finished Copies  
Previous Publications: Apple and 
Rain (2014), Resist (2013), Breathe 
(2012), The Weight of Water (2012) 
 
Options: Taiwan (Shui-Ling) 

ONE 
 

Sarah Crossan 

 
 

Tippi and Grace are not  
a normal set of teenage twins;  
they are conjoined. And although they could have undergone 
separation surgery at birth, their parents did not want to be 
the ones to make this life threatening decision. But things 
have changed. Grace is very sick. Her heart is failing and 
separation seems the only option if either of them wants a 
chance at survival. And Grace does. She wants Tippi to live, 
and she wants a chance to live too – to keep her family from 
grief and to get the chance to know Jon a little more, the only 
boy she’s ever met who looks at her face when they talk. 
  

But separation could mean they spend the rest of their lives in 
wheelchairs. Separation could mean death. Is it worth the 
risks? Wouldn’t they simply prefer to live out the rest of their 
natural lives together than risk dying and being apart? 
  

Set in contemporary New Jersey, ONE is a novel about 
identity, sisterhood, and love that asks what it means to want 
and have a soul mate. 
 
‘Thoughtfully crafted… This is honest, unapologetic realism from a 
diverse perspective not often seen in young-adult fiction. Not to be 
overlooked.’ – Kirkus, starred review 
‘I’ve seldom seen such unanimous pre-publication love for a book and it’s 
entirely deserved. I read it in a single sitting and was blown away: 
heartbreaking, life-affirming and quite exceptional… Beautifully 
written.’ – Bookseller  
‘Read, think, enjoy and weep, because the novel is quite simply an 
achingly sad and beautiful story about what makes any of us human.’ – 

Telegraph, Best YA Books 2015 
‘Truly remarkable.’ – Irish Times 

‘One broke my heart and mended it, all at the same time. Beautiful, 
moving… one of my all time favourite books!’ – Cecelia Ahern 

 
Sarah Crossan grew up in Ireland and England. She 
graduated with a degree in philosophy and literature and 
since completing a Masters in creative writing, she has 
been working to promote creative writing in schools. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 WINNER  
of the 

 CBI EILIS 

DILLON AWARD 

2013  
(The Weight of Water)   

 Shortlisted 
for the  

REDBRIDGE  

CHILDREN’S 

BOOK AWARD 

2016 

 

 WINNER  
of the 

 CLIPPA 

AWARD 2016 
 

 

 

WINNER 

           of the  

CARNEGIE 

Medal  2016 
WINNER 

of  the  

YA  

BOOK PRIZE 

2016 

Winner 
of the  

CBI IRISH  

BOOK OF THE 

YEAR 2016 

 

FILM RIGHTS 

to 

TIGER 

ASPECT 

http://www.sarahcrossan.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/childrens-books-site/2016/jun/20/sarah-crossan-carnegie-medal-2016-one
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8+ Years  

WALLS 
 

Emma Fischel 
 
Ned Arkle-Smith has problems. Lots of them… 
 

His Mum and Dad are not behaving. Not only have they split 
up, but they have also split Ivy Lodge, Ned’s big, old, ivy-
covered house – by building a WALL right down the middle. 
Mum lives on one side, Dad lives on the other. And as for 
Ned and his sisters,  they shuttle between the two, one week 
with mum, the next with dad. 
 

Then there’s Bill, Ned’s best friend who’s behaving very 
oddly. Now Bill – who used to let Ned do all the thinking for 
both of them – has new friends, new hobbies, and even seems 
keen to do some thinking of his own.  
 

But the BIGGEST problem of all, is the new girl next door. 
Maddie Clodd. One hundred per cent aggravating, certain 
she’s right about everything, and rude to Ned. Very rude – 
except she seems to think it’s just her telling the truth. Even 
worse, the Clodd is starting at Ned’s school.  
 

Ned’s world is collapsing. At home and at school, no one is 
behaving the way Ned wants. Then, one night Ned discovers 
he has an astonishing new skill. WALKING THROUGH 
WALLS… 
 

Can Ned use his miraculous new talent to sort out his 
problems? And maybe get his on anyone who is letting him 
down? 
 
 
 
 

Praise for Emma Fischel: 
‘This thoroughly modern adventure casts a powerfully entertaining spell… 
Fizzing with energy and humour… Quite magical.’ – Daily Mail 
‘A satirical, imaginative fantasy.’ – Sunday Times 
‘Fresh and fun.’ – Times  
 
 
 
 

Emma Fischel writes fiction and non-fiction for children 
of all ages, including the Witchworld books for Nosy 
Crow. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Agent: Julia Churchill 
 
UK: on offer  
 
 
Translation rights sold:  
Italian: Piemme 
 
Material: manuscript  
 
 
 
Previous Publications:  The 
Monster of Shiversands Cove (2015), The 
Gorgle (Bloomsbury, 2012), My Teacher 
The Ghost (Wayland, 2012), Florence 
Nightingale (Franklin Watts, 2012), 
Molly’s Magic Carpet (Usborne, 2002), 
Pet Hotel (Penguin, 1998), The Missing 
Clue (1994), The Midnight Ghosts 
(Usborne, 1991) 
In the Witchworld Series: Witchwild 
(2016), Witchmyth (2015), Witchworld 
(2014, Nosy Crow) 
In the Puzzle Adventure Series: Spook’s 
Surprise (1995), Young Puzzle 
Adventure Stories (Usborne, 1990) 
 
 Options: Serbia (Vulkan) 
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10+ Years  

THE OTHER ALICE 
 

Michelle Harrison 

 
Midge loves riddles, his cat and – most of all – stories. And  
that’s no wonder, because he’s grown up being read to by his 
older sister Alice, a brillant writer. 
 

When Alice goes missing and a talking cat turns up in her 
bedroom, Midge turns to Alice’s stories in search of a clue. 
But he soon discovers that Alice’s secret book, The Museum of 
Unfinished Stories, is much more than just a story. In fact, he 
finds two of its character, Gypsy and Piper, wandering around 
town.  
 

With horrible villains jumping off the page, Midge, Gypsy and 
Piper must use all their powers of deduction to work out how 
the story ends and untangle the mystery of Alice’s 
disappearance before time runs out for all of them… 
 

A rich and twisting tale of magic, riddles and the power of 
imagination, from a classic author. 
 
 
 

‘An exciting, original, gripping adventure, embroidered with riddles and 
curses, laced with dry wit, and which gallops along at a terrific pace.’ – 
Daily Mail 
‘Beautifully written… a true testament to the power of storytelling.’ – 
Guardian 
‘This gripping fantasy combines some dark and scary moments with a 
plot full of twists and plenty of magic.’ – Week Junior  
‘Brimming with magic, riddles and extremely mischievous ink. Wonderful 
storytelling.’ – Abi Elphinstone, author of Dreamsnatchers 
‘A cracking good story with a fascinating premise.’ – Bookbag (blog) 
 
 
 

Michelle Harrison is a former Waterstone’s bookseller 
and assistant editor. Her first novel, The Thirteen 
Treasures, won the Waterstone’s Children's Book Prize 
and has been sold in over sixteen territories. It is 
followed by two sequels, The Thirteen Curses and The 
Thirteen Secrets and a prequel, One Wish. Michelle has 
since published Unrest, a standalone ghost novel for 
teens. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Agent: Julia Churchill 
 
UK: Simon & Schuster (July 2016)  
 
Material: Finished Copies  
 
 
 
Previous Publications:  One Wish 
(2014), Unrest (S&S, 2012), The 
Thirteen Secrets (2011), The Thirteen 
Curses (2011), The Thirteen Treasures 
(Little, Brown, 2009) 
 
 
Options: Portuguese / Brazil 
(Bertrand), Finland (Tammi), 
Romania (RAO), Turkey (Epsilon) 

WINNER  
OF THE 

WATERSTONE’S 

CHILDREN’S BOOK 

PRIZE 
 (The Thirteen 

Treasures) 

Guardian’s 

‘Best New 

Children’s 

Books’ 

 

http://www.michelleharrisonbooks.com/
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Young Adult 
  

REVENGE 
#2 in the GYPSY GIRL  
Series 
 

Kathryn James 

 
A gripping romantic thriller set in a gypsy community. 
 
Trouble always seems to find Gypsy Girl Sammy Jo... This 
time it’s bad boy Hudson, and he is out for revenge.  
 
After Hudson threatens Sammy Jo’s family and her boyfriend, 
she knows she has to fight back, no matter what the cost. She 
is willing to do anything to protect her family and the boy she 
loves.  
 
 
 
 
Praise for Gypsy Girl:  
 
‘A highly original story, with a fantastically determined and unusual 
heroine – a fierce fighter who revels in both her strength and her beauty.’ 
– Teens on Moon Lane 
 

‘There’s action, suspense, culture, romance, family, moments of infectious 
humour and very real danger... You name it, Gypsy Girl's 
got it!’ – Reading Zone 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Kathryn James lives in Leicester with her family. She’s a 
filmmaker who documents the lives of Gypsies living in 
the UK. 
  
Kathryn is fascinated by the weird and fantastic elements 
of life and spends hours surfing the net for the strangest 
websites.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We Read Prize 

2016 

Shortlist 

 

Agent: Julia Churchill 
 
UK: Walker Books (November 
2016)  
 
Material: Manuscript 
 
Previous Publications:  In the 
Gypsy Girl Series: Gypsy Girl (2015). 
Frost (Hodder, 2012), Mist (2011) 
 

 

TV Rights 

to  

VISION 3 

http://www.kathrynjames.co.uk/
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Young Adult  

Agent: Julia Churchill 
 
UK: Bloomsbury (April 2017)  
 
 
Material: Manuscript due October 
2016  
 
 
Previous Publications: In the 
Ladybirds series: Star Struck (2016), 
Sunkissed (2015), Love Bomb (2015), 
Flirty Dancing (2014) 

 
Options: Denmark (Gyldendal), 
France (La Martiniere), Italy 
(Mondadori Ragazzi), Portugal 
(20|20), Turkey (Eksik Parca) 
 

 

STARGAZING FOR BEGINNERS 
 

Jenny McLachlan 

 
Science-geek Meg gets in from school to  
discover a note from her mum asking her to pick up her baby 
sister. All evening, Meg battles with bottles and nappies as she 
waits for her mum to come home. But then Mum phones 
from the airport: she is boarding a plane to Thailand and 
expects Meg to look after Elsa for the next ten days. Meg is 
horrified by her mum’s latest stunt: Meg may understand how 
the universe was formed, but Elsa is a complete mystery to 
her. 
 

Mum’s disappearance could not have come at a worse time: 
Meg’s desperate to go to a science summer camp and must 
study if she’s going to beat her rival, Harry, to the free place. 
Harry is irritatingly confident; the fact that he’s so good 
looking (and knows it) makes him even more unbearable. Meg 
can’t let him win. 
 

As the exam draws closer, Meg’s double life as student and 
‘mum’ starts to unravel; if she’s going to stop her life from 
imploding she needs a miracle of cosmic proportions. When it 
finally comes, all Meg’s theories about love, life and the 
universe are turned upside down. 
 
Praise for The Ladybirds Series: 
‘A hysterically funny, poignant and irresistibly fluffy romp.’ – Metro  
‘This book is sweet, funny and mighty enough to blast you through the 
ceiling… What can we say? It’s the bomb.’ – Scholastic   
‘Jenny McLachlan has her finger firmly on the pulse of teen girls!… The 
breezy humour is cut through with real sadness, but the reader will be left 
smiling, cheered, inspired and happy.’ – LoveReading4Kids (blog) 
‘I can’t think of a better contemporary series for teens right now.’ – 
WondrousReads (blog) 
‘A book the 13-year-old me would have loved and passed onto all my 
friends. It’s light, funny and a really easy read but, most importantly, it 
has real warmth and heart.’ – WeLoveThisBook (blog) 
 
 

Jenny McLachlan used to teach English to secondary 
and sixth form pupils and also worked as an Advanced 
Skills Teacher. She now writes full time. She is based in 
Eastbourne. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Top 10 

Bestselling UK 
debuts of 2014 

(Flirty Dancing) 

One of the  

Most Popular 

Book Buzz books 
2015 

(Flirty Dancing) 

https://jennymclachlan.com/books/
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9+Years  

Agent: Julia Churchill 
 
UK: Macmillan (June 2017) 
 
Material: Manuscript  
 
Previous Publications: Goddess 
(2014), Witch Fire (2013), Burn Mark 
(Bloomsbury, 2012), The Master of 
Misrule ( 2010), The Game of Triumphs 
(Orchard, 2009) 
 

 

THE LAST DUCHESS 
#1 in the SILVER SERVICE MYSTERIES 
 

Laura Powell 
 

The Secret Countess meets How to Train your Dragon 
 

Pattern is only 13, but is already rising through the ranks at 
Miss Minchin’s Academy of Domestic Servitude and seems 
destined for a life below the stairs. But fate intervenes when 
she is packed off to the small and secretive Duchy of 
Elffinberg, to serve as lady’s maid to the lately orphaned 
Grand Duchess. 
 

Her new mistress is excitable and paranoid, convinced 
everyone about her is trying to steal her throne. Pattern, a 
stranger in a strange land, finds her common sense challenged 
by local superstitions, and the odd sense of foreboding that 
hangs over the place. But she has more in common with the 
Grand Duchess than she thinks, and despite their differences, 
the two girls form a friendship that quickly turns into a battle 
for survival amid the treachery and terrors of the court. For 
picture-perfect Elffinberg hides a dark secret, and 
something very nasty is lurking in the castle’s depths… 
 

Armed only with her trusty sewing basket, a bottle of smelling 
salts and J. Bulcock’s inestimable guide, The Duties of a Lady’s 
Maid, Pattern will need all her wits and resourcefulness when 
dealing with above-stairs conspiracies and below-stairs 
intrigue. Darning stockings has never been so dangerous. 
 
Praise for Laura Powell: 
 
‘Smart, stylish.’ – Kirkus 
‘Think Spooks meets The Sopranos meets Witch Child. It is a 
totally original, utterly engaging page-turner from an exciting 
breakthrough author.’ – Love Reading for Kids 
‘[A] fresh and original take on the paranormal genre, set in an alternate 
London which is seething with forbidden witchcraft and a contemporary 
Inquisition.’ – Bookseller, Editor’s Pick 

 
Laura Powell grew up in rural Wales, but now lives in 
South East London. She studied Classics at university 
before embarking on a career in publishing. She has 
recently left this to concentrate on her writing full-time.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LONGLISTED 

for the 

CARNEGIE 

Prize  
 

(Burn Mark) 

http://www.laurapowellauthor.com/
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Young Adult  

Agent: Julia Churchill 
 
US: Abrams Books (2018) 
 
Material: Manuscript due October 
2016 
 
Previous Publications: In the Storm 
series: The Death Web (2009), The 
Viper Club (2008), The Black Sphere 
(2008), The Ghostmaster (2007), The 
Infinity Code (Macmillan, 2007) 
 

 

SHE, MYSELF AND I 
 

Emma Young 
 

Her body is intact, but her brain is dead.  
I have essentially the opposite problem. 

We’re two halves of a person. But together, I wonder – what will 
I be? What will I become? If I fall in love, embrace someone or 

strike them, will it be her doing the loving/killing, or me? 
 

Ever since Rosa’s nerve disease rendered her quadriplegic, 
she’s depended on her handsome, confident older brother to 
be her rock and her mirror. She knows she will never be the 
same, but she doesn’t want to give up hope. And sometimes 
dreams come true. When a doctor from a hospital in Boston 
chooses her to be a candidate for an experimental brain 
transplant, Rosa and her family move from London in search 
of a miracle.  

 

Sylvia – a tall, lithe teenage girl from Massachusetts – is 
braindead and in a coma, and her parents have agreed to 
donate her body to give Rosa a new life. But when she wakes 
from the surgery, Rosa can’t help but compare herself to a 
monster.  
 

Her fascination with her new body and her desire to know 
more about Sylvia leads her down a frightening and dangerous 
path. Rosa struggles with her identity – and almost loses 
herself – before confronting her demons and emerging 
stronger than ever before.  
 
 
 
Emma Young is an award-winning science/medicine 
journalist and author. She has worked on the Guardian 
(UK), the Sydney Morning Herald and New Scientist, the 
UK’s most popular weekly science magazine. In the US, 
her work has been carried by CNN, The Week, and 
various newspapers and websites.  
Her books include the critically-acclaimed S.T.O.R.M. 
series of science-based thrillers for 9-11 year-olds, as well 
as adult popular science non-fiction. She lives in 
Sheffield, UK, with her husband and two children.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://emmayoung.net/
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